Abstract. The simplicial space of proper piecewise linear embeddings of /¿-balls into «-dimensional contractible manifolds which are equal to a fixed embedding along the boundary is contractible if n -k -3.
K. C. MILLET?
We note that, if n + i > 5, N X V X I is PL equivalent to an « + i + 1 ball, by the «-cobodism theorem, so that the Zeeman unknotting theorem implies that/extends to /: (Dp x F)X I->(N X P)X I defining a concordance between /_, and/+1. Hudson's concordance implies isotopy theorem for « -p > 3 implies that/_, and/]+1 are isotopic. Thus we need only consider the cases where « + / < 4. The case p = 0 is trivial since N is connected. The remaining case is « = 4, p = I, i = 0. In this case /| 3 (D ' x /) is constructed as above and extended as a map too' X / since N X I is contractible. By general position, this extension can be made an embedding, and Hudson's theorem applied to the result completes the proof.
